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A moment inspired by confidence.

Supporting the jewellery industry and consumers since 1931

jaa.com.au

The JAA is proud to promote the highest standards and ethics within the Australian jewellery
industry. Each of our members adheres to the JAA Code of Conduct, showing their
commitment to the industry, its clients, and to excellence.
Trust is a key part of consumer confidence and providing a Code of Conduct by which our
members must comply enhances this trust between business and consumers. 
Shop where you see the JAA logo.

http://www.jaa.com.au/
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In 1931, as Australia was experiencing the gross domestic product decline and unemployment
of the Great Depression, the Jewellers Association of Australia (JAA) was established to
provide industry support.
 
Over the next 88 years and continuing to the present day, the JAA works nationally to
represent and protect the interests of the jewellery industry and consumers. With a current
membership of nearly 650 outlets, the JAA covers all areas of the jewellery industry – from
manufacturing, to wholesaling, distribution to retail.
 
The JAA is proud to promote the highest standards and ethics within the Australian jewellery
industry. Each of our members adheres to the JAA Code of Conduct, showing their
commitment to the industry, its clients, and to excellence.
 
Trust is a key part of consumer confidence and providing a Code of Conduct by which our
members must comply enhances this trust between business and consumers.
 
Our members have access to a community of like-minded individuals with similar interests and
focus. Concerns raised are discussed and resolutions researched with the aid of our dedicated
Board of Directors, National Industry Advisory Council and State Branches who volunteer their
time for the betterment of the Australian jewellery industry.
 
In the event of a dispute, the JAA also has a nationwide system of assisting the industry and
the customer to resolve matters of complaint in a fair and reasonable manner. The JAA is
proud to promote the highest standards and ethics within the Australian jewellery industry and
encourages consumers to shop with confidence where they see the JAA member
logo.
 
Our mission is to advance the Australian jewellery industry through ethical conduct, high
professional standards and efficient business practice.
 
Shop where you see this logo -

ABOUT
THE JAA
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Follow our socials

https://www.jaa.com.au/consumers/search/search-jaa-member
https://www.instagram.com/jewellersassociationaustralia/
https://www.facebook.com/jaaust
http://www.linkedin.com/company/jewellers-association-of-australia


The JAA Australasian Jewellery Awards celebrate and recognise design, innovation, craftsmanship and
marketability in the jewellery industry. They are the ultimate industry awards that reward creativity, skill
and technique - the most distinguished program for the Australasian jewellery community.
 
Demonstrating both craftsmanship and design skills are vital to succeeding as a jewellery designer.
Many designers are inspired by an emotional event and often the design begins with a story and ends
with a piece of jewellery that can be kept forever. However, to be a superior jewellery artist, designers
must be technically skilled and have the ability to work with precious metals and gemstones.
 
2019 marked the 25th year of the Awards, making it the longest-running local design and manufacture
awards in Australia. We believe jewellery is the magic that mixes  skill, material, imagination and
emotion all together. Beginning with an idea, prescribed in a sketch and then brought to form on the
bench, it ends its journey as a beautiful finished piece ready to be worn and loved. We are thrilled to
have these Awards support that magic for the last 25 installments.

ABOUT
THE AWARDS
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CELEBRATING THE 

TWENTY FIFTH ANNIVERSARY

OF THE AWARDS

Our 25th year was better than ever with over 3100+ votes received for the People's Choice Award from
jewellery lovers across Australia and New Zealand!
 
The 2019 Jeweller of the Year winner will receive a trip to the Hong Kong International Jewellery Show
in March 2020 and will be entered into the International Champion of Champions competition, the
International Jewellery Design Excellence Award in 2021. The winner will also participate in the tradition
of joining the judging panel for the following installment of the jewellery awards.
 
All entrants' pieces appear in this publication. We thank all of our fantastic 2019 entrants  and
cannot wait to see the designs of future entries in the years to come.



Martyn Brown + Martin Linning
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PAST WINNERS
JEWELLERS OF THE YEAR

2017 2014

2010

2012
Alistair Kelsey Rhys Turner

Emily Snadden

2008
Thomas Meihofer + Stacey Illman

2006
Dean Walker

2004
Jaosn Ree

2002
Jaosn Ree

2000
Craig Peters



Darren May is the Manager at WJ Sanders and Company, one of
Australia’s oldest traditional Gold and Silversmiths, founded in Sydney
in 1911. Darren has 28 years of high-end manufacturing experience
complemented by a strong background in casting, CAD design and
Silversmithing. 
Reinforcing his passion for fine handmade jewellery, Darren has
represented Australia as a Chief Judge and Skill Competition Manager
for the Jewellery category of WorldSkills International; an International
skills-based competition for young men and women aged 23 years or
younger. Darren is a strong believer in the importance of mentoring and
skills development for young jewellers.
wjsanders.com.au

JUDGES
THANK YOU

DARREN MAY

Matthew Ely, managing director of Matthew Ely Jewellery has been
around the jewellery industry all his life. Starting in his family’s business,
York Jewellers, his career started 15 years ago. This included a year in
London which helped to develop his skills as a master jeweller and
designer, which fuelled his passion for traditional handcrafting
techniques. 
He returned to Australia to start his own boutique in Woollahra, opening
in 2014. Having achieved notable awards during his career, he is
delighted to be able to support emerging talent and support the JAA
awards.
matthewely.com.au

MATTHEW ELY

After emigrating from England to Australia, Alistair Kelsey discovered a
natural talent and passion for design and fine jewellery. He completed
his jewellery trade certificate with distinction and was awarded
‘Apprentice of the Year’ in 2005. 
After working at a prestigious jeweller in Sydney for several years, he
launched his own brand in the beautiful coastal area of Jervis Bay. 
Alistair won the JAA ‘Jeweller of the Year Award’ in 2017 and now joins
the 2019 judging panel starting the winners tradition of  judging  the
succeeding awards.
alistairkelsey.com

ALISTAIR KELSEY
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Innovation, customer service and a close-knit family business model have been the
keys to Quantum Underwriting Agencies’ success since the company was founded
in 2004. Our personal, close-knit team of insurance professionals not only make
Quantum a great place to work - they are our strength when it comes to providing
personalised, innovative services in a niche insurance market.
 
Thanks to the support of our brokers and the commitment of our staff, Quantum
has grown to become one of the largest independent specialist Jewellery, Fine Art
and Specie Underwriting Agencies in the Southern Hemisphere. Our aim is to
provide the jewellery trade with the best insurance products and services
available, backed by the security and history of Lloyd’s of London.

Australian Jewellers Supplies offers a comprehensive product range and expert
personal service to Australian Jewellers. Our mission is to be an extension of your
business and jewellery making endeavours and offer the best solutions for all your
creative needs. AJS is proud to provide the jewellery industry with fully stocked
showrooms in Brisbane, Sydney, Melbourne, Adelaide and Perth. These
showrooms also hold our greatest resource - our people! We have unique depth
and breadth industry technical experience in our team to offer friendly advice and
solutions for every challenge.
 
We are excited to be the partners and committed supporter of the Australian
jewellery industry, sharing in a common goal to advance and celebrate “The Art of
Jewellery”.

For over 30 years Chemgold has been supplying jewellery retailers and
manufacturers across Australia & New Zealand. We use the most advanced
technology to achieve the highest quality in the market place, which allows us to
guarantee excellent results every time. We understand that quality, consistency
and attention to detail are the most important factors when meeting the needs of
jewellery production. Our range of products and services includes casting, refining,
fabricated alloys, mounts, laser engraving and a comprehensive 10,000+ design
catalogue. 
Chemgold offers a complete one stop for CAD/CAM supporting our customers at
every stage – from designing, printing, casting, moulds, finishing and setting. We
offer the smoothest CAD surface in the industry using the latest 3D printing
technology, along with making customisation easier for clients with our
JewelMount collection.

SPONSORS
THANK YOU
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http://www.chemgold.com/
http://www.ajsonline.com/
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At O’Neils Affiliated our passion is colour! Since 1951 we have serviced the Australia
and New Zealand jewellery industry with the widest array or of precious and semi-
precious gemstones. From the finest rubies, sapphires and emeralds, amazing
ornamentals, pearls and strands and many wonders in-between. The O’Neils
Affiliated trade-only website (oagems.com) is renowned as an invaluable
gemstone source for the jewellery industry with over 9000 ever-changing listings. 
Register online today for full trade-only access at oagems.com/register (proof of
industry status essential). Printed price guide, colour reference guide and A1
gemstone poster also available.  
Please contact us for details Phone: +61 (03) 9654 5200 Email: sales@oagems.com

Ellendale Diamonds Australia is proud to present Australia's own Certified Coloured
Diamond range, available from a select group of national retail partners. Sourced
from the stunning Kimberley region of Western Australia, Argyle Mine or the
Ellendale Mine, each diamond is rare and unique.
From subtle trough to vibrant shades, these natural coloured diamonds can be
found in a wide variety of tones and saturations. The more intense the colour is, the
rarer and more valuable the diamonds.
 
Our retail partners can help you deisgn your unique bespoke jewellery piece
featuring diamonds from the Ellendale or Argyle mines or present you with a
selection of available pieces from our jewellery collections.

SPONSORS
THANK YOU

TLC provides a complete in-house and stress free service. Finding funds or
applying for finance can be an overwhelming and daunting experience. It doesn’t
have to be. At TLC we will take care of all the arrangements completely stress free
whether applying for any jewellery/wedding related purchase. 
 
Why TLC? Funding from $2,001 - $50,000, 6 funding platforms allowing a broader
service and higher approvals and 30 second application process. There are no fees
to businesses associated and clients are funded within 6 hours.  This includes a
unique CRM interface system that tracks the status of all applications and your
own dedicated account manager.
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http://www.oagems.com/
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http://www.ellendalediamonds.com.au/


Disrupt or be disrupted! The rise of jewellery online stores is here. Are you standing
out? Stop clients in their tracks and directly into store. Jewellers are running to Fine
Jewellery Images to get them back on track. They create divine images to build
your brand. Upgrade your images and get ahead of the game, where images do
matter. 
 
Leading the industry in delivering brilliantly captured masterpieces to jewellery
visionaries globally, such as Musson, Gregory Jewellers and Graff. Fine Jewellery
Images again are proud to be the official photographers for 2019 JAA Australasian
Jewellery Awards. Poor images are hurting brands so jump on board now and rise
above the wave. Be a disruptor! 

Leading Edge Group Jewellers (LEGJ) is one of Australia’s leading jewellery buying
groups. Owning a retail business can be hard work and lonely. LEGJ – a member-
based organisation – gives jewellers peace-of-mind that they are not alone. All
whilst maintaining their independence.
 
LEGJ provides a broad range of benefits, all of which have the capacity to improve
day-to-day operations and results for members. Specifically, LEGJ focuses on
delivering significant discounts from over 100 suppliers, retail operations support,
marketing programs and the chance to form great partnerships and friendships
with other members in the LEGJ family.
 
The aim is to enable members to succeed to support their families and take
comfort that their business is in a good place.

SPONSORS
THANK YOU
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The world's preeminent marketplace for fine jewellery. Book your trip now for 2020.
 
HKTDC Hong Kong International Jewellery Show | 4 - 8 March 2020
HKTDC Hong Kong International Diamond, Gem & Pearl Show | 2 - 6 March 2020
 
 

http://www.leadingedgegroup.com.au/
https://event.hktdc.com/fair/hkjewellery-en/HKTDC-Hong-Kong-International-Jewellery-Show/
https://finejewelleryimages.com/


NAJO is an Australian jewellery brand that has been creating sterling silver
jewellery for over 30 years. The Najo essence is inspired by the inescapable spirit
of Mexico and the superb craftsmanship of its silversmiths. Many of our pieces are
still hand made today by those original artisans.
 
NAJO has now grown into Australia’s premier sterling silver design house. Today
we offer a contemporary range of 925 Silver jewellery from bold organic shapes to
delicate layering pieces.
 
Founder and designer, Jo Tory, gathers her inspiration from various cultures and
genres and translates it into her own unique contemporary silver jewellery designs.

The Showcase Jewellers group was established in Australia in 1981 by a group of
independent jewellers who banded together to improve their buying power in the
industry. Today, Showcase Jewellers is about more than just our buying power –
being a member owned company all profits go back to our members. 
 
We offer a broad range of world class training and marketing resources all
designed with retail in mind. We provide an extensive supplier base at both local
and international level, including the latest fashion brands and exclusive in-house
diamond brands, all while giving our members the industry’s most generous
supplier discounts. 
 
Showcase Jewellers stores are independently owned and operated, our purpose is
to provide them with the necessities to thrive and grow their business.

SPONSORS
THANK YOU
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http://www.najo.com.au/
https://www.showcasejewellers.com.au/


JEWELLER
OF THE YEAR
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KIRRA-LEA CAYNES

Category sponsored by

https://event.hktdc.com/fair/hkjewellery-en/HKTDC-Hong-Kong-International-Jewellery-Show/
http://jaa.com.au/


P L U M A G E

A contemporary ring designed to sit across the fingers, with colours that imitate peacock feathers. The
blackened silver setting is contrasted by the heavily textured yellow gold underside.

Description

MOTIVATion
"I wanted to paint with coloured gemstones, tourmaline is a great stone for that. I have a big love for birds

and their feathers, also I am heavily influenced by art nouveau jewellery."

MATERIALS
9ct Yellow Gold, Sterling Silver, Tourmaline, Black Spinel, Topaz, Citrine.
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D R O P  O F  L O V E

Description

PEOPLE'S CHOICE
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MATERIALS

MOTIVATion

A re-interpretation of the solitaire. Featuring white diamonds and Australian Argyle pink diamonds.

18kt Yellow Gold, Platinum, White Diamonds, Australian Argyle Pink Diamonds.

"I wanted to create a very unique piece, and show the drop of love by including another diamond hidden
under the centre diamond."

Category sponsored by

WINNER

HARRY OZKOCH



http://www.annys.com.au/


METAL
An original jewellery piece using 

gold, silver or platinum as the predominant precious metal.  

 
“Predominant” means the Piece contains not less than 80% (of total weight of the Piece) gold and/or platinum and/or silver. Gold alloy
should contain no less than 37.5% pure gold, silver alloy no less than 92.5% pure silver and platinum no less than 85% pure platinum. 
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Category sponsored by
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http://www.leadingedgegroup.com.au/


The JAA awards were founded in 1968 by Roy Samuel Worfold to establish a
program to honour designers for their artistry and excellence. 

 
The late Roy Worfold is honoured through the Roy Worfold Perpetual Trophy,

which is awarded to the Jeweller of the Year.

Did you know?

http://www.leadingedgegroup.com.au/


PRECIOUS METAL
WINNER

18

KATIE LAW



P A R C H E D

Description

MOTIVATion

MATERIALS

A neckpiece featuring sapphires from drought-affected areas of NSW and QLD. Articulated and graduating
in specialty alloys of various golds.

9kt White Gold, 18kt White, Yellow & Rose Gold, Australian Sapphires.

"Water is, irrefutably, life. Without water the earth suffers, as does our industry. Without water the production
of our beautiful Australian gemstones diminishes with the people who have made it their trade. Yet we sell it
all away, trading our future for fast cash. “Parched” is a statement piece on the way we treat our reserves

and resources, and shows the future of the land if we continue to destroy it."

19
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PRECIOUS METAL
FINALIST
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A  D R O P  O F  L O V E

Description

MOTIVATion

MATERIALS

A re-interpretation of the solitaire. Featuring white diamonds and Australian Argyle pink diamonds.

18kt Yellow Gold, Platinum, White Diamonds, Australian Argyle Pink Diamonds.

"I wanted to create a very unique piece, and show the drop of love by including another diamond hidden
under the centre diamond."

HARRY OZKOCH



PRECIOUS METAL
FINALIST

U N T I T L E D

Description

MOTIVATion

MATERIALS

A ring designed with influences of a traditional Asian folding screen.

18k Yellow & White Gold, 9k White Gold, Diamond.

"NA means me in Korean. This ring is stand and showing yourself. Everything combined becomes you. You
are God’s finest work of art."

YUNA KIM
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PRECIOUS METAL
ENTRANT

22

H O T  T I N  R O O F

Description

MOTIVATion

MATERIALS

A pair of cufflinks depicting a spray of gum leaves and gum nuts on weathered wood.

18kt White Gold.

"I have a passion to draw attention the simple beauty of small details in our Australian environment."

GERARD WOLLASTON



PRECIOUS METAL
ENTRANT

R E G E N E R A T I O N

Description

MOTIVATion

MATERIALS

A reversible silver pendant set with Rhodolite Garnet and Rainbow Moonstone on silver foxtail chain.

Sterling Silver, Titanium, Rhodolite Garnet, Rainbow Moonstone, Blue Topaz.
 

"I was inspired by the inherent beauty, complexity and variety found in natures design of seed pods and the
ability of nature to transform and regenerate."

TRACEY WILFORD
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DIAMOND
An original jewellery piece featuring 

diamond(s), including white, black and fancy.

Category sponsored by

24

https://www.ellendalediamonds.com.au/
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DIAMOND
WINNER

26

BEN TRACY



D N A

Description

A sculptural ring recreating the energy of a garment that could been worn on the Haute Couture runway.

"Inspired by the Haute Couture creations of the Dutch Fashion Designers, Victor & Rolf, during Paris Fashion
Week. Their collection consisted of wearable artworks whereby twisted framed artworks where transformed

into dresses and worn down the catwalk."

MOTIVATion

MATERIALS

Platinum, 18kt Yellow Gold, Diamonds.

27



DIAMOND
FINALIST

T R I N I T Y

Description

MOTIVATion

MATERIALS

A bridal set that can be transformed into three individual rings, or worn together as a single piece.

18kt Rose & White Gold, Black & Grey Diamonds.

"To make a versatile piece of jewellery. Utilising the less popular, yet more characteristic and unique
spectrum of the diamond scale. Blacks, greys and salt and pepper."

AMANDA NEWTON
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DIAMOND
FINALIST

B O B B Y  D A Z Z L E R !

Description

MOTIVATion

MATERIALS

A contemporary ring featuring a trillant cut diamond surrounded by textured metals and pave set diamonds.

Platinum, 18kt Rose Gold, Diamonds.

"Spectacular diamond ring to turn heads! I wanted to design a ring with many layers of movement and depth
akin to the continuous waves of the ocean, to achieve the ebb and flow with hard and solid metals was quite

an challenge. I hope that I have achieved that feeling."

BEN PRESTON-BLACK
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DIAMOND
FINALIST

30

M O N A R C H

Description

MOTIVATion

MATERIALS

A statement ring featuring the Fleur de Lis symbol, set with diamonds.

18kt Yellow & White Gold, Diamonds.

"I always been attracted by the history of symbol in Europe and especially France. When the country was
ruled by only one man, a true king. The 'fleur de lis' represents the absolute monarchy and the king would

wear this symbol on his clothes and scepter - a symbol of power and kings of France." 

GREGOIRE VENDE



DIAMOND
FINALIST

S N O W Y  M O U N T A I N S

Description

MOTIVATion

MATERIALS

A set of two-tone, textured leaf shaped earrings, set with yellow and white diamonds.  

18kt Yellow & White Gold, White & Yellow Diamonds.

"I wanted to represent the drastic change in the environment in the snowy mountains during the freezing
snowy winter and the scorching hot summer."

NICOLAI PROESSER

31



DIAMOND
ENTRANT
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C O S M O S  C O L L E C T I O N

Description

MOTIVATion

MATERIALS

A contemporary ring featuring an elliptical plane of pave white diamonds set with a contrasting
rose cut black diamond.

18kt White Gold, Black & White Diamonds.

"The Cosmos Ring is inspired by the voyage of planets through the universe, as mirrored in our own human
journey. We should never apologise for burning too brightly or collapsing into ourselves every night. That is

how galaxies are made."

FAITH QUEK



DIAMOND
ENTRANT

C I E R I

Description

MOTIVATion

MATERIALS

A pair of geometrically designed diamond and sapphire drop earrings.

18kt Yellow & White Gold, Black & White Diamonds, Yellow Sapphires.

"A phenomenon occurring when the sun, earth and moon are exactly aligned and the earth casts a shadow
over the moon, completely blocking out direct sunlight."

YUKI MATHWIN
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DIAMOND
ENTRANT

34

T H E  D A V I D E S  R I N G

Description

MOTIVATion

MATERIALS

A decorative ring featuring an Australian champagne diamond concealed within a hinged cover.

18kt White Gold, White & Australian Champagne Diamond. 

"I wanted to create a unique handmade ring that celebrates Australia. All materials are locally sourced and
was made in our Sydney studio in collaboration with our senior jeweller and setter."

ROSELEE MODICA



http://www.najo.com.au/


CAD CAM
CAST|

An original jewellery piece designed and 

produced using computer aided design 

and/or computer aided manufacturing technology. 

Category sponsored by

36

http://www.chemgold.com/
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WINNER

38

CAD CAM
CAST|

ROBERTO MATTEI



M Y  C I T Y

Description

MOTIVATion

MATERIALS

A dividable modular ring with customisable settings inspired by city landscapes.

18kt Yellow, White & Rose Gold, Steel, Titanium, Osmium, Diamonds, Argyle Cognac Diamonds.

"I've been meeting people from different cultural backgrounds which have shared with me the places they've
been through and the memories attached to them. The uniqueness of each person's background inspired me

to make this ring and I want to share with them that these places can always be part of oneself."

39



FINALIST

40

G E M I N I

Description

MOTIVATion

MATERIALS

A modern take on a halo ring design, set on a double band to be worn on middle and index fingers.

18kt White & Rose Gold, Black Sapphire, Diamonds. 

"I haven't been working in the Australian market for to long. From learning my trade in London's Hatton
Garden I wanted to bring something of a European design aspects here. Taking some inspiration from pieces

I had previously worked on, including some influences from other London based jewellers. I feel I have
created has something of a slightly regal look but with a modern twist." 

ROBBIE BLAIR

CAD CAM
CAST|



In 1931, as Australia was experiencing the Great Depression, the Jewellers
Association of Australia (JAA) was established to provide industry

support during hard times.
 

For 88 years and continuing to the present day,
the JAA works nationally to represent and protect the interests of the jewellery

industry and consumers. The JAA covers all areas of the jewellery industry,
from manufacturing, to wholesaling, distribution to retail.

Did you know?

http://www.gsdiamonds.com.au/


ENTRANT

42

F I R E W O R K

Description

MOTIVATion

MATERIALS

A cocktail statement ring set with a Nigerian pink Tourmaline and pave set multi-coloured sapphires.

Platinum, White Gold, Sapphires, Tourmaline.

"Inspiration has been derived from the glamorous, world famous Sydney NYE fireworks. The Sydney skyline
insert is made only for the wearer to know and is set with a blue sapphire to represent the water that Sydney

is surrounded by. It also represents that whenever you're far away and anywhere in the world, Sydney
(home) is always close to your skin. All the sapphires represent the exploding glittering fireworks."

MARIA KOSTINA

CAD CAM
CAST|



ENTRANT

V E N E R E

Description

MOTIVATion

MATERIALS

A neckpiece featuring CAD designed links, set with a golden Australian South Sea pearl. 

14k Yellow Gold, Australian South Sea Pearl.

"Venere - Born of the sea - Graceful curves evoking waves and shell holding a precious gift. The first of a
series of pieces inspired by greco-roman mythology. Created for the goddess of love and beauty. A creative

woman and lover."

PATRIZIA BERTI

CAD CAM
CAST|
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COLOUR
An original jewellery piece featuring 

coloured gemstone(s), pearl(s), opal(s), or enamel. 

Category sponsored by
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http://www.qua.net.au/
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COLOUR
WINNER

46

KIRRA-LEA CAYNES



P L U M A G E

A contemporary ring designed to sit across the fingers, with colours that imitate peacock feathers. The
blackened silver setting is contrasted by the heavily textured yellow gold underside.

Description

MOTIVATion

"I wanted to paint with coloured gemstones, tourmaline is a great stone for that. I have a big love for birds
and their feathers, also I am heavily influenced by art nouveau jewellery."

MATERIALS

9kt Yellow Gold, Sterling Silver, Tourmaline, Black spinel, Topaz, Citrine.

47



COLOUR
FINALIST

48

S P I N A L L I T E

Description

MOTIVATion

MATERIALS

A geometric earcuff with freeform coloured gemstones.

9kt White Gold, 18kt Rose Gold, 22kt Yellow Gold, Platinum, Spinel, Tourmaline.

"I was inspired by crystals and their growth and structure, 'Spinallite' sits in a junction between the
contemporary art and fine jewellery realms. As our industry delves more and more into the potentials of new

technologies... This piece explores what can still only be handmade and not mass produced."

LISS PHILPOT



COLOUR
FINALIST

M A R G U E R I T E  N O I R E

Description

MOTIVATion

MATERIALS

A pair of vintage inspired earrings, set with pearls and lace. 
 

18kt White & Rose Gold, White Diamonds, Onyx, Pink Tourmaline, Tahitian Pearls, Vintage Lace.

"To create a truly unique piece of fine jewellery. To be worn with a show stopping presence and bring
complete confidence and pride to the wearer. Inspired by wildflowers flowers, delicately dancing in the wind."  

LEAH ABERCROMBIE

49



COLOUR
FINALIST
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A F T E R  T H E  B I G  B A N G

Description

MOTIVATion

MATERIALS

A contemporary pearl enhancer for opera length pearls.

18kt Yellow & White Gold, Blue Zircon, White Diamonds, Black Diamonds.

"A passion to create inspired by the ultimate creation - The Big Bang. With a superb blue zircon as the
central focus, the outward 'explosion' of precious metals and diamonds hold on to the pearls as if by a

magnetic attraction."

GREG JOHN



COLOUR
FINALIST

H A R T  S T A R  C L U S T E R

Description

MOTIVATion

MATERIALS

A ring with a carved bee, flower motifs and set with coloured gemstones. 

18kt Yellow & Rose Gold, Demantoid Garnet, Tsavorite Garnet, Quartz, Pink Sapphire.

"Illustrating a scene of a bee perched on an Egyptian star cluster flower. I was inspired with the concept
while walking through the Botanical gardens."

BENJAMIN HART
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Winners in the JAA Australasian Jewellery Awards are invited to enter the
International Jewellery Design Excellence Award (IJDE), held in Hong Kong. 

 
The IJDE Award is a biennial program open to 27 countries and regions and aims
to honour creative and outstanding jewellery designers from all over the world..

 
In the last decade, Australian jewellery designers

Martin Linning and Martyn Brown, Emily Snadden and Roberto Mattei have been
recognised and awarded on this international platform.

Did you know?

http://www.oagems.com/


COLOUR
ENTRANT

S W O R D  I N  T H E  S T O N E

Description

MOTIVATion

MATERIALS

A freeform black opal set with a gold sword handle and stylised rope.

18kt Yellow Gold, Red Coloured Stone, Lightning Ridge Black Opal.

"My design is for the people who loves opal as much as I do. It's name is called Sword in the Stone. By
British legendary story, this sword is the proof of Arthur's lineage, sometimes also attributed with magical
powers. Black opal is born in stone and is believed to have magical powers as well. This natural sword

shape black opal is designed to fit the this ancestral story."

YIBEI ZHOU
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COLOUR
ENTRANT

54

U N T I T L E D

Description

MOTIVATion

MATERIALS

A stylised cockatoo pendant set with an Australian Keshi pearl.

18kt Yellow & White Gold, Black Diamond, Australian South Sea Keshi Pearl.

"A Gold Crested Cockatoo. The free form shape of Keshi pearls always talks to me."

SHAYNE ROWE



COLOUR
ENTRANT

C O H E S I O N

Description

MOTIVATion

MATERIALS

A ring featuring Australian South Sea pearls and diamonds in an organic form.

18kt Yellow Gold, Keshi, Baroque & Round Australian South Sea Pearls, Diamonds.

"The 'Cohesion' of Earths Bounty. The gold has been moulded to suit the individual pearls which was
motivated by the oceans sculptural 'art' and inspired by the formations of different species of coral in natures

aquarium on a recent holdiay in the heritage listed Ningaloo Reef on WA's Coral Coast."

BARRIE LANDER
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COLOUR
ENTRANT

56

B O W I E

Description

MOTIVATion

MATERIALS

A stylised dagger neckpiece featuring a freeform Boulder opal and combinations of contrasting gold colours.

14kt Yellow, White & Rose Gold, Boulder Opal, Sapphire, Diamonds.

"Inspiration for the dagger design came immediately from the shape of the freeform Boulder Opal.
Subsequent thoughts led to the addition of the Sugarloaf Sapphire in the hilt to emphasise the blue/green

hues and finalise the piece."

DAVID MITCHESON



COLOUR
ENTRANT

B I G  E Y E S  F R O G

Description

MOTIVATion

MATERIALS

A brightly coloured ring featuring a stylised image of a frog with large blue eyes and green skin.

18kt Yellow Gold, Black Opal, Tsavorite, Red Sapphire.

"I was inspired by a cartoon I saw on television."

OK JANG
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COLOUR
ENTRANT

58

Description

MOTIVATion

MATERIALS

A dress ring set with Australian South Sea Pearl and Kimberley champagne diamonds.

18kt Rose Gold, Champagne Kimberley Diamonds, Australian South Sea Pearl.

"Encapsulated in 18kt rose gold, this Australian South Sea Pearl and Kimberley champagne diamond piece is
inspired by the harmonious forces of nature. The gravitational pull of the full moon draws the lapping high

tide, an act of immense, raw power."

MAGNOLIA HOWARD
C R E S C E N T  M O O N



COLOUR
ENTRANT

S H A P E S

Description

MOTIVATion

MATERIALS

A geometric cocktail ring featuring pink sapphires and a trilliant cut aquamarine.

14kt Yellow & White Gold, Aquamarine, Pink Sapphires.
 

"It is a contrast piece from using shapes and colour combinations. The halo is designed to be floating around
the center stone. A contemporary edge to the piece is with the way the shank is not entirely going around the

finger but instead up to the halo making it look as if it is floating." 

MARIA KOSTINA
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COLOUR
ENTRANT

A U T U M N  T W I S T

Description

MOTIVATion

MATERIALS

A contemporary cocktail ring exploring a colour pallette of oranges and smokey hues.

9kt White & Rose Gold, Peach Tourmaline, Smokey Quartz, Orange Zircon and Diamonds. 

"I designed this with Autumn inspired colours and gemstones."

BENJAMIN RYAN

6160



COLOUR
ENTRANT

P A N T O N E :  L I V I N G  C O R A L  1 6 - 1 5 4 6

Description

MOTIVATion

MATERIALS

A tactile, articulating bracelet designed to mimic living coral.

18kt Rose Gold, Pink Spinel, Orange Garnet, Champagne Diamonds.

"Pantone's colour of 2019 is Living Coral, along with the devastation our coral reefs have been experiencing
motivated me to shine a light on this tragedy."

JOEL NICHOLLS
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http://www.tlc.com.au/


COLOUR
ENTRANT

U N T I T L E D

Description

MOTIVATion

MATERIALS

A contemporary neckpiece featuring a scroll design pendant set with a pearl and gemstones.

18kt Yellow & White Gold, White Diamond, Aubergine South Sea Pearl, Pink Sapphire.
 

"The power of swell waves!"

KIAN DASTYAR
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COLOUR
ENTRANT

64

A S T R I D  A U R A

Description

MOTIVATion

MATERIALS

A pair of contemporary earrings featuring slices of Australian Sapphires.

18kt Rose Gold, Australian Sapphire Slices, Australian Pink Sapphires.
 

"A piece to highlight the divine strength and inner energy of the Australian Sapphire, also to showcase the
beauty of the Australian Sapphire and the warmth of Rose Gold. 

We would also like to recognise the Indigenous people for sharing their land."

STEVE PALLAS



COLOUR
ENTRANT

V O R T E X

Description

MOTIVATion

MATERIALS

A contemporary ring exploring curves and reflections, set with gemstones. 

18kt Yellow & White Gold, Australian Sapphires, Diamonds.

"To explore the aesthetic beauty of combining different cuts and tones of gems with space, reflections,
texture, and flow without symmetry or straight lines." 

CRAIG MCKIM
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COLOUR
ENTRANT

66

F R A G I L E  N A T U R E

Description

MOTIVATion

MATERIALS

A double claw set ring crafted with a fine emerald and diamond set gallery.

18kt White Gold, Green Zambian Emerald, Diamonds.

"The Zambian green emerald was symbolic for me as it represents our fragile ecosystems. The important issue
we face today is our world's climate. The theme of the surrounding diamonds portray global cities from small

to large on how we can come together to support, sustain its beauty and protect it for future generations."

GIACOMO BOZZI



COLOUR
ENTRANT

S P R I N G  M O R N  A T  M A C E D O N

Description

MOTIVATion

MATERIALS

A dress ring set with with stylised leaves and set with a green tourmaline and diamonds.

18kt Yellow, Green & White Gold, Afghanistan Green Tourmaline, White & Yellow Diamonds.

"A weekend trip to Mount Macedon... The beautiful unique shade of green tourmaline echoed the colour of
the Macedon Ranges. The tourmaline would be the hero and centre stone of my piece with yellow and white
diamonds set in an asymmetrical halo. I chose to feature yellow and white diamonds as the colour contrast

worked well with the green and they would represent the blossoms and wattle found in this region in spring."
 

ELEANOR HAWKE
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COLOUR
ENTRANT

68

G O L D E N  O R B I T

Description

MOTIVATion

MATERIALS

A contemporary cocktail ring featuring a checker board, cushion cut citrine.

9kt Yellow Gold, Sterling Silver, Citrine, Black Diamonds.

"Working to a clients brief to create a swirling, layered ring. Spiralling up and around the citrine. Accented
by black and white diamonds."

BENJAMIN RYAN



COLOUR
ENTRANT

Description

MOTIVATion

MATERIALS

A multi-stranded diamond shaped pendent set with a blended white to yellow citrine.

18kt Yellow Gold, Citrine, Yellow & White Sapphires.

"I was inspired with this piece by the female ruler of Egypt. I was looking for something that I felt she would
wear and found this gorgeous two toned citrine. Setting in a bead set halo style set with sapphires that blends

from yellow to white and follows the stone."

ROBBIE BLAIR
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C L E O P A T R A



COLOUR
ENTRANT

70

U N T I T L E D

Description

MOTIVATion

MATERIALS

An abstract cocktail ring based on Red, Green and Blue, referring to the primary colours of light.

18kt Yellow Gold, Swiss Blue Topaz, Chrome Tourmaline, Red & Blue Sapphire.

"A harmony of RGB (red green blue)."

OK JANG



COLOUR
ENTRANT

A Y L A H

Description

MOTIVATion

MATERIALS

A ladies bangle featuring multi-coloured stones and tone tone gold.

18kt White & Rose Gold, Diamonds, Aquamarine, Pink Spinel, Ceylon Sapphire.

"Nature; the pastel colours found in flowers and birds along with the curves that give the piece a look
inspired by nature - made elegant for high end jewellery."

BRIANNA CLARK
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Jewellery to be designed and made by a 

1st, 2nd, 3rd or 4th year apprentice or student 

enrolled in a jewellery related course

DEBUTING

Category sponsored by

72

http://www.ajsonline.com/


http://www.ajsonline.com/


WINNER

74

DEBUTING 

NATHAN KETTLE



An earring and pendant set, with transforable components. Featuring sapphire and diamonds. 

"I have always loved Art Deco style commonly found in the early 20th century. I wanted to take that
inspiration and bring it into the 21st century and combine it my fascination of moving parts and modular

design. Either side of the sapphire pendant (the wings) can be removed from underneath the setting. Once
removed the diamond pieces can be threaded through the earrings via a jump ring and worn as articulating

earrings. The sapphire can be worn as a pendant."

A L I C I A

Description

MOTIVATion

MATERIALS
18kt White Gold, Diamonds, Sapphire.
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FINALIST

76

P H O E N I X :  R E S U R G O

Description

MOTIVATion

MATERIALS

A fully transformable pendant that can be worn as three pendants and two brooches. To suit different styles,
colours and occasions.

9kt Rose & White Gold, Sterling Silver, Australian White Opal, Brown Diamonds, Tsavorite,
Pink, Blue, Green & Yellow Sapphires. 

"This piece is dedicated to our farmers who are suffering from possibly the worst drought in the Nation's
history. Taking the form of a phoenix and featuring an Australian opal. Opal is symbolic of Australia's rich

variety of crops and fruits. This piece embraces the courage and endurance of our Country's farming
fraternity. They are destined to resurgo."

 
 

AGNES CHEUNG

DEBUTING 



The JAA Australasian Jewellery Awards triangle logo is inspired by the
microscopic triangles called 'Trigons' found on the surface of rough diamonds. 

 
Trigons are surface features that occur during the diamond’s growth 

process deep within the Earth’s mantle.

Did you know?

http://www.agnescandace.com.au/


FINALIST

78

U N E A R T H

Description

MOTIVATion

MATERIALS

A sculptural boulder opal and sapphire neckpiece.

Sterling Silver, Boulder Opal & Sapphire.

"Drawing on an appreciation of the Australian landscape, this piece explores the jeweller's placement
between the worlds of contemporary artistic practice and traditional jewellery manufacturing. Thus creating a

sculptural reference to our arid land and the minerals beneath its surface."

ERIN PEARCE

DEBUTING 



FINALIST

N E P H T H Y S

Description

MOTIVATion

MATERIALS

A decorative neckpiece with detachable pearl drop, wearable as a seperate pendant.

Sterling Silver, Citrine Chrysoprase, Obsidian, Mother of Pearl, South Sea Pearl.

"The colour of the citrine chrysoprase drew me immediately to a combination with the obsidian and reminded
me of art-deco colour schemes. The style became Egyptian influenced. I wanted to create a piece that could

be worn in several variations."

BRADLEY PIKE

DEBUTING 
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FINALIST

80

T A L K  T A L K  L I S T E N  L I S T E N  C U P P A  T E A

Description

MOTIVATion

MATERIALS

A stylised tea cup ring with an articulated centre to represent the tea inside.

Sterling Silver, Cubic Zirconia, Steel Bearings.

"I made for a brief based and centered around mental health, specifically the word 'listen'."

JACK HENDERSON

DEBUTING 



ENTRANT

A L W O O D ' S  P E A R L  G I R L S

Description

MOTIVATion

MATERIALS

A sculptural ring featuring a Australian pearl set within folds of silver. 

Sterling & Fine Silver, Australian Freshwater Pearl.

"I was inspired by literary characters that have an internal struggle. Margaret Atwood’s ‘Pearl Girls’ appear
sweet and harmless but can be the contrast. The moral struggle along the way has cast them into what they
are. The pearl hidden from view gives hope that it is not all an illusion. Like this ring, they are alluring and

dangerous."

NICOLE SCHOFIELD

DEBUTING 
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ENTRANT

82

E Y E  O F  T H E  T I G E R

Description

MOTIVATion

MATERIALS

A contemporary ring featuring pear shaped citrine and pave set smokey quartz gemstones.

Sterling Silver, Citrine, Smokey Quartz. 

"I wanted to make a beautiful large statement ring that was also strong and comfortable to wear. I also
wanted to blend traditional and contemporary jewellery characters together."

JANINE MAHER

DEBUTING 



ENTRANT

U N T I T L E D

Description

MOTIVATion

MATERIALS

An engraved silver pendant that opens out to reveal a golden interior.

Sterling Silver, Garnet, Citrine, Cubic Zirconia, Gold Plate.

"I wanted to make something entirely by hand as one of my last pieces through school for the year. I wanted
to be as present in the process as I could possibly be. This meant creating the form by hand, engraving the

pendant and setting the stones myself."

RUBY PARKER

DEBUTING 
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ENTRANT

84

L E A F  V I N E  D E L I G H T

Description

MOTIVATion

MATERIALS

A ring featuring hand carved casting, red garnets and details of carved vine leaves.

9kt Yellow Gold, Sterling Silver, Garnets. 

"I wanted to explore casting with stones set in the wax at the start of the casting process and produce a
detailed one of a kind piece of jewellery. I wanted the ring to be easy to wear but striking to look at while still

having a 'down to earth' feel about it."

JANINE MAHER

DEBUTING 



ENTRANT

A U R O R A

Description

MOTIVATion

MATERIALS

A tiara designed featuring a freeform Boulder opal with supporting scrolls on either side of the centrepiece.

9kt White Gold, 18kt Yellow, Green & Rose Gold, Freeform Boulder Opal.

"My inspiration came from my interest in and love of all things “Fantasy”.  When I think of fantasy, I see
magic, dragons, even castles. “Why not make an Elvish crown for a Kingdom in a land of Fantasy?”

MADELIEINE MCDONALD

DEBUTING 
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ENTRANT

86

R E F L E C T I O N

Description

MOTIVATion

MATERIALS

A sculptural ring featuring polished silver forms.

Sterling Silver.

"It was a class exercise to create a Ring with a Dome form. My play with the shapes and my curiosity for
possibilities lead me to this piece. I love when Jewellery becomes a statement and tells it's own story."

ALEAN WARM

DEBUTING 



ENTRANT

S U N S E T  D R E A M S

Description

MOTIVATion

MATERIALS

Sterling Silver and 9ct yellow gold riveted necklace, with a handmade parrot clasp and chain.
This piece features a new age enamel, created with coloured pencil and gloss sealant.

Sterling Silver, 9ct Yellow Gold, Gesso Base Coat, Faber-Castell Coloured Pencils.

"Inspired by the colours of Australia's beautiful sunsets, juxtaposed with the harsh angular lines of our modern
architecture."

RHIANON BARRETT-BROOK

DEBUTING 
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ENTRANT

88

R A S T E R

Description

MOTIVATion

MATERIALS

A pendant featuring Individually joined rings with elements of 9ct gold and copper, set with a ruby.
 

9kt Yellow Gold, Sterling Silver, Copper, Ruby.

"Raster, a repetitive process of work. Single individual wedding bands joined together with design elements
swinging inside the circles. The centre of attention taken by a ruby."

BELINDA LUBKOLL

DEBUTING 



CONTACT 
0405 918 288
0407 271 491
0405 820 129
0428 133 601
+64 22 647 2120
02 6295 1763
0435 461 132
0409 225 520
0401 916 247
0418 881 144
0427 577 254
0438 700 185
0422 974 021
03 9650 3830
0407 203 209
0403 491 366
0415 68 0685
0413 123 555
03 9650 3830
03 9654 6805
0408 144 422
+64 21 101 0280
0417 490 372
0402 492 780
0414 905 666
0431 795 758
0400 686 169
0408 977 030
0400 877 177
0422 635 439
0427 981 729
0481 357 364
0421 524 397
0432 511 341
+64 21 703 886
0419 800 611
0426 508 986
0417 723 334
0410 838 585
0423 512 659
0412 963 941
+64 22 163 7438
0404 647 613
0410 659 785
0450 811 503
0433 650 006
03 9650 3830
0433 445 551

Agnes Cheung
Alena Warm
Amanda Newton
Barrie Lander
Belinda Lubkoll
Ben Preston-Black
Ben Tracy
Benjamin Ryan
Benjamin Hart
Bradley Pike
Brianna Clark
Craig McKim
David Mitcheson
Eleanor Hawke
Erin Pearce
Faith Quek
Gerard Wollaston
Giacomo Bozzi
Greg John
Gregoire Vende
Harry Ozkoch
Jack Henderson
Janine Maher
Joel Nicholls
Katie Law
Kian Dastyar
Kirra-lea Caynes
Leah Abercrombie
Liss Philpot
Madeleine McDonald
Magnolia Howard
Maria Kostina
Nathan Kettle
Nicolai Thaarup Proesser
Nicole Schofield
Ok Jang
Patrizia Berti
Rhianon Barrett-Brook
Robbie Blair
Roberto Mattei
Roselee Modica
Ruby Parker
Shayne Rowe
Steve Pallas
Tracey Wilford
Yibei Zhou
Yuki Mathwin
Yuna Kim

info@agnescandace.com.au
alenawarm@gmail.com
mbmjewellerydesign@bigpond.com
barrie@fusionjewellers.com.au
info@ringcraftmoana.com
sales@creationsjewellers.com.au
ben@finelinesjewellers.com.au
info@benjaminryanjewellery.com.au
info@benjaminhartjewellery.com
bradleympike@gmail.com
bri.jayne.clark@gmail.com
mail@mckims.com.au
david@seasprayjewellery.com.au
info@abrecht.com.au
erinjanecreations@gmail.com
faith@faithjewels.com.au
gerard@gerardwollaston.com
giac@perlei.com.au
info@abrecht.com.au
admin@mdtdesign.com.au
annys@annys.com.au
jdhenderson00@gmail.com
jmaher84@hotmail.com
joel@jewellerystudio.com.au
seerjewellery@gmail.com
kian@kiandesign.com.au
kirraleajewellery@gmail.com
leahdabercrombie@gmail.com
liss.punch@gmail.com
david@seasprayjewellery.com.au
magnolia@magnoliahoward.com
maria@gemstojewels.com
nkettle97@gmail.com
nicolaiproesser@gmail.com
nrschofield@hotmail.com
jangsjewellery@hotmail.com
pmcberti@hotmail.com
rhianon.barrett1@gmail.com
robbie@gsdiamonds.com.au
cad@robertomattei.com.au
design@janlogan.com
ruby.ruby173@gmail.com
shayne@rowedesign.com.au
info@gnjewellers.com.au
silvercorvidae@gmail.com
evazhou999@gmail.com
info@abrecht.com.au
yunagemset@gmail.com

Love what you see? Interested in buying? Want a unique piece of jewellery designed?
Contact the designers below
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JOIN US FOR MEMBERSHIP IN 2020 
 

SIGN UP ONLINE >
JAA.COM.AU/SIGNUP

https://www.jaa.com.au/join/videos/membership-jaa

